Life Threatening Situation – Sample Skill Scenario

**Competitor Scenario:**
While walking to school you discover a friend who has a large wound on their left leg after they were bitten by a dog. There is significant bleeding. The friend who is with them has called 911.

You are to initiate steps to stop the bleeding.

**Skill to be performed:**

**Skill II:** Stop the Bleed

**Time:** 7 minutes to complete the skill

**Judge Script:**
- After rescuer has maintained firm, steady pressure on the source of the bleeding, judge states, "Bleeding has stopped".

**Patient Script:**
You are M. Smee. You are 14 years old and suffered a significant wound on your left leg from a dog bite. The event staff will be applying moulage or a fake wound to your leg prior to the start of the event to replicate a wound.

The competitor will be placing pressure on your leg at the wound site. You will complain of pain when the competitor applies pressure.